To start the AV system (power up the displays and audio) select “Start the AV system.”

The system will default to Single Source Mode. This means that the same source will be viewed on both the front and rear classroom displays.

To display a source on the classroom displays, select a source. The Classroom PC is the computer located on the AV podium. To view content from the classroom instructor laptop, you will need to select either the ALPHA or BRAVO wireless presenter and wirelessly project the content. (See instructions for wireless presentation for assistance.) The selected source will also determine the audio source in single source mode.

Select “About Wireless Presenters” provides a brief description of the wireless presenter capability in the classroom.
If needing to display different sources on front and rear displays, select “Go To Dual Source Mode.”

In Dual Source Mode select a source and then select the display desired. In this scenario the Classroom PC was selected and then the Rear Display was selected. HDMI was selected and then Front Display. As a result, the Classroom PC is displayed on the Rear Display and the HDMI is displayed on the Front Display.

Select “Send to Speakers” on the display with the source you wish to listen to. In this case you will be listening to audio from the classroom PC.

GL 306 is equipped with two wireless presenter devices. This means that you can wirelessly project a different source to each of the screens.

For example: Select Wireless Presenter Alpha and Front Display. Wirelessly project content from the classroom laptop onto the front display. At the same time select Wireless Presenter Bravo and Rear Display. A student can wirelessly project content from their device and have it display on the rear screen.

Volume is controlled by using the up and down arrows on the Master Volume. To mute sound, select the speaker button. For additional awareness, the source for audio is indicated above the Master Volume control.